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Fuel Registration Process
Each Competitor must register an account directly with RaceFuels to receive fuel supply. Competitors may register either
online via www.racefuels.info/registrations or through the PDF form provided via Category Management.

It is up to the Account Holder to inform RaceFuels directly of any changes to Competitor details lodged in this registration
form. RaceFuels will continue to invoice Competitor as registered until notified otherwise. 

RaceFuels delivers and invoices via the entry list provided by Category Management. If your entry is a late withdrawal please
make direct contact with RaceFuels to avoid fuel delivery charges.  

Credit cards provided in account registrations are charged approximately 14 days after the event.

Tax receipts will be sent via the registered email after payment has been received by RaceFuels. 
This may take up to 7 days. 

Tax Reciepts

Pre or Post Event Fuel Enquries
Please email info@racefuels.com.au or contact RaceFuels Head Office on (03) 9706 5233 

Payment 



Safe Refuelling Guidelines
Please always refer to category regulations

All refuelling must be carried out in the pit garage or the paddock area and must conform to the following requirements:

- always with the car’s engine switched off; and

- always with the power switched off; and

- with a fire attendant present; and

- ensure there are no hot works in the immediate vicinity; and

- personnel handling fuel discharge themselves of static electricity prior to  participating in any refuelling/fuel transfer
procedures; and

- mobile phones and electronic equipment must be switched off in the immediate vicinity of the draining or refuelling
procedure; and

- member’s of the public must be vacated from the pitbay (and adjoining pitbays) during refuelling.

Note that an empty drum is considered the same as a full drum for the purpose of storage.

As required 
Spill kits 

As required 
Fire Extinguishers 

As required 
Eye wash bath 



Each category will be supplied with a fuel delivery schedule prior to each round. Categories are restricted to the
delivery times as scheduled. 

Drums will be collected from Competitor's pitbay at scheduled times. RaceFuels will not enter pitbays and will only
collect accessible drums. 

Full drums will be returned to Competitor's pitbay.  If fuel is not required, please leave RaceFuels staff a note saying
'no refuel' or hold on to drum until the final collection. 

Due to servicing requirements for all participating categories, any deliveries outside of the scheduled times may be
delayed. 

V8 Touring Cars 

1 x 50L drum of E-85 Race Blend or 98 RON 

Fuel Delivery Schedules 

Fuel delivery schedules:

racefuels.info

Speed Series Fuel Supply:

Matt Smith: 0490 736 407



RaceFuels blends, tests and batches  E-85 Race Blend to a consistent formula, from our facility at
Dandenong South. Tests are performed throughout the production process, with consistency of
blends between batches the key to RaceFuels' quality control. 

E-85 RACE BLEND

E-85 RACE BLEND TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS

ETHANOL
85%

98 RON
15%

DENSITY
0.79



RaceFuels sources 98 RON CONTROL direct from the terminals using dedicated road tankers and
above ground storage tanks to ensure maximum quality.

Strict handling methods ensure that the fuel is supplied into Australian motorsport as a reliable
alternative to service station pump petrol. 

RaceFuels' 98 RON CONTROL is dyed red for identification and scrutineering at events. 

98 RON Control Fuel 

98 RON TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS 

RON
98

MON
88

DENSITY
0.75



Jerry cans and drums provided at each event
remain the property of RaceFuels and must
be returned at the conclusion of each event. 

In order to return jerry cans or drums please 
place outside of pitbay for the final collection
as per event fuel delivery schedule. 

Returning RaceFuels Property RaceFuels will only credit returns of FULL JERRY CANS OR DRUMS.

Returns need to be lodged with RaceFuels' Event Contact BEFORE final
scheduled collection. 

These can be lodged via text message to RaceFuels Event Contact
stating the amount requested to be returned (eg50L) or by visiting
the RaceFuels Event Fuel Compound directly. 

RaceFuels will not credit abandoned fuel left outside of pit bays. 

Failure to return RaceFuels' property will
incur a fee starting from $50.00. 


